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Within the framework of the color flux-tube model with a multibody confinement potential, we
systematically investigate the hidden charmed states observed in recent years. It can be found that most of
them can be described as the compact tetraquark states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� (q ¼ u, d and s) in the color flux-tube
model. The multibody confinement potential based on the color flux-tube picture is a dynamical
mechanism in the formation and decay of the compact tetraquark states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large amount of hidden charmed XYZ states have been
observed by several major particle physics experimental
collaborations in the past fifteen years [1]. The discovery of
these new hadron states has enriched the charmonium
spectroscopy greatly. It is impossible to accommodate all
these states in the conventional cc̄-meson framework
because the charged Zþ

c states must have a smallest quark
component cc̄ud̄ due to carrying one unit charge. The
situation provides us an excellent opportunity to deepen our
understanding of the complicated nonperturbative behavior
of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the low energy
regime which maybe absent in the traditional qqq-baryon
and qq̄-meson.
The theoretical physicists have paid much attention to

investigate the internal structure of the new hidden char-
monium states. Apart from the conventional charmonium
states, many exotic candidates, such as meson-meson
molecule states, tetra-quark states, charmonium-hybrid
states, baryonium states and so on, are proposed in the
different theoretical frameworks [2,3]. Even so, the proper-
ties of some states are still not clear so far and therefore
more theoretical studies are needed to explain the existing
data, which may help us to recognize the mechanism of the
low energy nonperturbative behavior better as well as to test

various phenomenological models of hadron structure
physics.
A systematical investigation on the structures of the

hidden charmed states not only is propitious to compre-
hensively understand the underlying regularities of the
properties of the states but also provides new insights into
the strong interaction dynamical mechanisms in exotic
hadron systems. The goal of the present work is therefore to
systematically research the hidden charmed states under
the hypothesis of the tetraquark state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� in the color
flux-tube model (CFTM) which bases on the lattice QCD
(LQCD) picture and the traditional quark models. The
model involves a multibody confinement potential instead
of a two-body one proportional to the color charge in the
traditional quark models [4,5].
This paper is organized as follows: the CFTM is given in

Sec. II. The numerical results and discussions of the hidden
charmed states are presented in Sec. III. A brief summary is
listed in the last section.

II. THE COLOR FLUX-TUBE MODEL

QCD has been widely accepted as the fundamental
theory to describe the interactions among quarks and
gluons and the structure of hadrons. However, it is still
difficult for us to derive the hadron spectrum from the QCD
directly at present. LQCD was invented to solve QCD
numerically through simulations on the lattice, which has
been proven very powerful in the calculation of the hadron
spectrum and hadron-hadron interactions but so time-
consuming. The phenomenological constituent quark mod-
els (CQM) involving the QCD spirits have therefore been
applied extensively to study hadron physics. CQM can
offer the most complete description of hadron spectra and is
probably the most successful phenomenological model of
hadron structures [6].
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The color confinement is the most prominent feature of
QCD and should play an essential role in the low energy
hadron physics, whose understanding continues to be a
challenge in the theoretical physics. A two-body confine-
ment potential proportional to the color charge λi · λj was
introduced to describe quark color confinement in the
traditional quark models [7], which can well describe
the properties of the conventional mesons and baryons.
Can the models be directly extended to study multiquark
states and hadron-hadron interactions? In fact, the models
are well known to be flawed phenomenologically because
of the power law van der Waals forces between two color-
singlet hadrons [8].
LQCD calculations on mesons, baryons, tetraquark,

and pentaquark states reveal color flux-tube or string-
like structures [9,10]. The confinement potential of
multiquark states is a multibody interaction and can
be simulated by a potential proportional to the mini-
mum of the total length of color flux-tubes connecting
the quarks and antiquarks to form a multiquark system
[9,10]. Based on the traditional quark models and the
LQCD picture, the CFTM has been developed in our
group [4], in which the confinement potential is a
multibody interaction instead of the sum of two-body
one in the traditional quark models. In order to simplify
the numerical calculation, the linear multibody confine-
ment potential in the LQCD is replaced by a quadratic one.
Analytical formulas illustrating the differences between
two confinement potentials can be found in Ref. [11].
The numerical comparison studies between linear and
quadratic potentials showed that the inaccuracy of this
replacement is quite small for the ground states [12]. In the
case of the excited states, the bb̄ energy of the 2S states in
quadratic potential is ≤ 1% higher than that in linear
potential, around 10% for 3S states, and rise to 20% for
4S states [13].
The CFTM includes one-gluon-exchange, one-boson-

exchange, σ-meson-exchange and quark confinement pote-
ntial [4]. The model Hamiltonian for the tetraquark states
½cq�½c̄ q̄� is given as follows,

H4 ¼
X4

i¼1

�
mi þ

p2
i

2mi

�
− TC þ

X4

i>j

Vij þ VC
min þ VC;LS

min ;

Vij ¼ VB
ij þ VB;SL

ij þ Vσ
ij þ Vσ;LS

ij þ VG
ij þ VG;LS

ij : ð1Þ

The codes of the quarks (antiquarks) c, q, c̄, and q̄ are
assumed to be 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Their positions
are denoted as r1, r2, r3, and r4. Tc is the center-of-mass
kinetic energy of the state; pi and mi are the momentum
and mass of the ith quark (antiquark), respectively.
The quadratic confinement potential, which is believed

to be flavor independent, of the tetraquark state with a
diquark-antidiquark structure has the following form,

VC ¼ K½ðr1 − y12Þ2 þ ðr2 − y12Þ2 þ ðr3 − y34Þ2
þ ðr4 − y34Þ2 þ κdðy12 − y34Þ2�; ð2Þ

The variational parameters y12 and y34 are the junctions of
two Y-shaped color flux-tube structures. The parameter K
is the stiffness of a three-dimension color flux-tube. The
relative stiffness parameter κd for the d-dimension com-
pound color flux-tube is κd ¼ Cd

C3
[14], where Cd is the

eigenvalue of the Casimir operator associated with the
SUð3Þ color representation d at either end of the color flux-
tube, such as C3 ¼ 4

3
, C6 ¼ 10

3
, and C8 ¼ 3.

The minimum of the confinement potential VC
min can be

obtained by taking the variation of VC with respect to y12
and y34, and it can be expressed as

VC
min ¼ K

�
R2

1 þR2
2 þ

κd
1þ κd

R2
3

�
; ð3Þ

The canonical coordinates Ri have the following forms,

R1 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðr1 − r2Þ; R2 ¼
1ffiffiffi
2

p ðr3 − r4Þ;

R3 ¼
1ffiffiffi
4

p ðr1 þ r2 − r3 − r4Þ;

R4 ¼
1ffiffiffi
4

p ðr1 þ r2 þ r3 þ r4Þ: ð4Þ

The use of VC
min can be understood here as that the gluon

field readjusts immediately to its minimal configuration.
The central parts of one-boson-exchange VB

ij and
σ-meson exchange Vσ

ij only take place between light quarks
q and q̄, while that of one-gluon-exchange VG

ij is universal.
VB
ij, V

σ
ij and VG

ij take their standard forms and are listed in
the following [15],

VB
ij ¼ Vπ

ij

X3

k¼1

Fk
iF

k
j þ VK

ij

X7

k¼4

Fk
iF

k
j

þ Vη
ijðF8

iF
8
j cos θP − sin θPÞ; ð5Þ

Vχ
ij ¼

g2ch
4π

m3
χ

12mimj

Λ2
χ

Λ2
χ −m2

χ
σi · σj

×

�
YðmχrijÞ −

Λ3
χ

m3
χ
YðΛχrijÞ

�
; ð6Þ

VG
ij ¼

αs
4
λci · λ

c
j

�
1

rij
−
2πδðrijÞσi · σj

3mimj

�
; ð7Þ

Vσ
ij ¼ −

g2ch
4π

Λ2
σmσ

Λ2
σ −m2

σ

�
YðmσrijÞ −

Λσ

mσ
YðΛσrijÞ

�
: ð8Þ
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where χ stands for the mesons π,K and η, YðxÞ ¼ e−x=x. αs
is the running strong coupling constant and takes the
following form [15],

αsðμijÞ ¼
α0

ln ððμ2ij þ μ20Þ=Λ2
0Þ
; ð9Þ

where μij is the reduced mass of two interacting particles.
The function δðrijÞ in VG

ij should be regularized [16],

δðrijÞ ¼
1

4πrijr20ðμijÞ
e−rij=r0ðμijÞ; ð10Þ

where r0ðμijÞ ¼ r̂0=μij. Λ0, α0, μ0 and r̂0 are adjustable
model parameters.
The diquark ½cq� and antidiquark ½c̄ q̄� can be considered

as compound bosons Q̄ and Q with no internal orbital
excitation, and the angular excitations L are assumed to
occur only between Q and Q̄ in the present work. In order
to facilitate numerical calculations, the spin-orbit inter-
actions are assumed to take place approximately between
compound bosons Q̄ and Q, which is consistent with the
work [17]. The spin-orbit-related interactions can be
expressed as follows

VG;LS
Q̄Q ≈

αs
4
λc̄Q̄ · λcQ

1

8MQ̄MQ

3

X3
L · S; ð11Þ

Vσ;LS
Q̄Q ≈ −

g2ch
4π

Λ2
σ

Λ2
σ −m2

σ

m3
σ

2MQ̄MQ
L · S

×

�
GðmσXÞ −

Λ3
σ

m3
σ
GðΛσXÞ

�
; ð12Þ

VC;LS
Q̄Q ≈

K
8MQ̄MQ

κd
1þ κd

L · S: ð13Þ

where the masses of the compound bosons MQ ¼ MQ̄ ≈
mc þmq, X is the distance between the two compound
bosons,GðxÞ ¼ YðxÞð1x þ 1

x2Þ, and S stands for the total spin
angular momentum of the tetraquark state ½cq�½c̄ q̄�.
It is worth pointing out that the exclusive and most

salient feature of the CFTM is that a multibody confine-
ment potential instead of a color dependent two-body one
used in the traditional CQM based on the color flux-tube
picture in the LQCD is performed to describe multiquark
states comparing with other CQM [15,18]. However, the
CFTM reduces to the traditional quark model with quad-
ratic confinement potential when it is applied to investigate
ordinary hadrons.
The model parameters are determined as follows. The

mass parameters mπ , mK and mη in the interaction VB
ij take

their experimental values. The cutoff parameters Λπ , ΛK ,
Λη and Λσ and the mixing angle θP take the values in the
work [15]. The mass parameter mσ in the interaction Vσ

ij

can be determined through the PCAC relation m2
σ ≈m2

π þ
4m2

u;d [19]. The chiral coupling constant gch can be
obtained from the πNN coupling constant through

g2ch
4π

¼
�
3

5

�
2 g2πNN

4π

m2
u;d

m2
N
: ð14Þ

The values of the above fixed model parameters are given in
Table I. The adjustable parameters and their errors in
Table II can be determined by fitting the masses of the
ground states of mesons in Table III using the MINUIT

program. Once the meson masses are obtained, one can
calculate the threshold energies of the tetraquark states
½cq�½c̄ q̄� simply by adding the masses of two mesons in
Table III.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Within the framework of the diquark-antidiquark con-
figuration, the wave function of the state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� can be
written as a sum of the following direct products of color
χc, isospin ηi, spin χs and spatial ϕ terms,

TABLE I. Fixed model parameters.

Para. Valu. Unit Para. Valu. Unit Para. Vale. Unit

mud 280 MeV mσ 2.92 fm−1 Λη 5.2 fm−1

mπ 0.7 fm−1 Λπ 4.2 fm−1 θP − π
12

…
mK 2.51 fm−1 Λσ 4.2 fm−1 g2ch

4π
0.43 …

mη 2.77 fm−1 ΛK 5.2 fm−1

TABLE II. Adjustable model parameters.

Para. xi � Δxi Unit Para. xi � Δxi Unit

ms 511.78� 0.228 MeV α0 4.554� 0.018 …
mc 1601.7� 0.441 MeV K 217.50� 0.230 MeV · fm−2

mb 4936.2� 0.451 MeV μ0 0.0004� 0.540 MeV
Λ0 9.173� 0.175 MeV r0 35.06� 0.156 MeV · fm

TABLE III. Ground state meson spectra, unit in MeV.

States E2 � ΔE2 PDG States E2 � ΔE2 PDG

π 142� 26 139 ηc 2912� 5 2980
K 492� 20 496 J=Ψ 3102� 4 3097
ρ 826� 4 775 B0 5259� 5 5280
ω 780� 4 783 B� 5301� 4 5325
K� 974� 4 892 B0

s 5377� 5 5366
ϕ 1112� 4 1020 B�

s 5430� 4 5416
D� 1867� 8 1880 Bc 6261� 7 6277
D� 2002� 4 2007 B�

c 6357� 4 …
D�

s 1972� 9 1968 ηb 9441� 8 9391
D�

s 2140� 4 2112 Υð1SÞ 9546� 5 9460
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Φ½cq�½c̄ q̄�
IMIJMJ

¼
X

α

ξα½½½ϕG
lama

ðrÞχsa �½cq�sa
½ϕG

lbmb
ðRÞ

× χsb �½c̄ q̄�sb
�½cq�½c̄ q̄�
S

FLMðXÞ�½cq�½c̄ q̄�
JMJ

× ½η½cq�ia
η½c̄ q̄�ib

�½cq�½c̄ q̄�
IMI

½χ½cq�ca χ½c̄ q̄�cb �½cq�½c̄ q̄�CWC
; ð15Þ

In which the subscripts a and b represent the diquark ½cq�
and antidiquark ½c̄ q̄�, respectively. The parity of the states
is related to the angular excitations L between Q and Q̄ as
P ¼ ð−1ÞL because of no internal orbital excitation in the
Q and Q̄. Considering a pair of charge-conjugated bosons
QQ̄, we can obtain the C-parity C ¼ ð−1ÞLþS−sa−sb

because the total wavefunction has to be completely
symmetric under exchange of coordinates and spin of the
bosons Q and Q̄.
The relative spatial coordinates r, R, and X can be

defined as,

r ¼ r1 − r2; R ¼ r3 − r4

X ¼ m1r1 þm2r2
m1 þm2

−
m3r3 þm4r4
m3 þm4

: ð16Þ

It is worth mentioning that this set of coordinate is just one
possible choice of many coordinates and however most
propitious to describe the correlation of two quarks in the
diquark. In order to obtain a reliable solution, a high
precision numerical method is indispensable. The Gaussian
expansion method (GEM) [20], which has been proven to
be rather powerful to solve few-body problem, is therefore
used to study four-quark systems in present work.
According to the GEM, three relative motion wave func-
tions can be written as,

ϕG
lama

ðrÞ ¼
Xnamax

na¼1

cnaNnalar
lae−νna r

2

Ylama
ðr̂Þ

ψG
lbmb

ðRÞ ¼
Xnbmax

nb¼1

cnbNnblbR
lbe−νnbR

2

Ylbmb
ðR̂Þ

χGLMðXÞ ¼
Xncmax

nc¼1

cncNLMXLe−νncX
2

YLMðX̂Þ

More details of the relative motion wave functions can be
found in the paper [20].
The color representation of the diquark maybe antisym-

metrical ½cq�3̄c or symmetrical ½cq�6c , whereas that of the
antidiquark maybe antisymmetrical ½c̄ q̄�3c or symmetrical
½c̄ q̄�6c . As the tetraquark states must be a overall color
singlet, the possible diquark-antidiquark color combina-
tions only have two ways according to color coupling rule:
½½cq�3̄c ⊗ ½c̄ q̄�3c �1 and ½½cq�6c ⊗ ½c̄ q̄�6̄c �1, which are named
“true” state and “mock” state [18], respectively. A real
physical state should be their mixture because of the

coupling between two states. The total spin wave function
can be written as S ¼ sa ⊕ sb. Then we have the following
basis vectors as a function of the total spin S,

S ¼ 0∶ 0 ⊕ 0; 1 ⊕ 1

S ¼ 1∶ 0 ⊕ 1; 1 ⊕ 0; 1 ⊕ 1

S ¼ 2∶ 1 ⊕ 1

With respect to the flavor wavefunction, we only con-
sider SUfð2Þ symmetry in the present work. The quarks s
and c have isospin zero so that they do not contribute to the
total isospin. The flavor wave functions of the states only
consisting of u and d quarks and their antiparticles are
similar to those of spin.
The converged numerical results can be obtained by

solving the four-body Schrödinger equation

ðH4 − E4ÞΦ½cq�½c̄ q̄�
IMIJMJ

¼ 0: ð17Þ

with the Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle. The energies
E4 � ΔE4 of the states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with n2Sþ1LJ and IJPC or
IJP which maybe consistent with the quantum numbers of
the experimental states are systematically calculated and
presented in Table IV.
Next, we discuss the properties of the hidden charmed

states observed in experiments and their possible candi-
dates in the CFTM. The state Xð3872Þ was first discovered
in the hidden charmed family and favors IJPC ¼ 01þþ
[21]. Various interpretations have been proposed to explain
its structure in the different theoretical framework since
2003 [2], such as diquark-antidiquark state and molecule
state. However, the property of the state has been not fully
understood so far. In the CFTM, the tetraquark ½cq�½c̄ q̄�
with JPC ¼ 01þþ and 13S1 has a mass of 3926� 9 MeV,
which is a little higher than the experimental data although
a four-body confinement potential instead of two-body one
was applied [22]. The state Zð3930Þ was reported by the
Belle Collaboration in 2005 and favors the IJPC ¼ 02þþ
assignment [23]. The state Xð3915Þ was first reported by
the Belle Collaboration and then confirmed by the BarBar
Collaboration, the spin-parity of the state JP ¼ 0þ was
favored [24,25]. The states Zð3930Þ and Xð3915Þ were
suggested as the good candidates of the P-wave charmonia,
χ0c0ð2PÞ and χ0c2ð2PÞ [1,23], respectively. There is a big gap
between the energies of the tetraquark states with JP ¼ 2þ
and 0þ in the CFTM and those of the states Zð3930Þ and
Xð3915Þ, respectively.
The states Xð3940Þ and Xð4160Þ were discovered in the

double charmonium production eþe− → J=ΨX [26]. Many
work described the state Xð3940Þ as the ηcð3SÞ charmo-
nium state. However, a problem of the description of the
Xð3940Þ is that its mass is a bit lower than theoretical
prediction [27,28]. The energy of the state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with
JPC ¼ 0þþ and 23S1 is 3936� 9 in the CFTM, which is
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highly consistent with the experimental data of the state
Xð3940Þ. The main component of the state Xð3940Þmaybe
therefore the tetraquark state. With respect to the state
Xð4160Þ, the CFTM can describes it as the tetraquark state
½cq�½c̄ q̄� with JPC ¼ 1−−. These assignments are different
from the results of the QCD sum rules approach, where the
masses of the tetraquark states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� are much higher
than the masses of the X(3940) and X(4160) and does not
support them to be charmoniumlike tetraquark states [29].
The state Xð3823Þ was observed by the Belle

Collaboration and suggested JPC ¼ 2−− [30]. The energy

of the tetrequark state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with negative parity
(L ¼ 1, 3) is much higher than that of the state Xð3823Þ
(see the Table IV). In this way, the state can not be
described as a tetraquark state in the CFTM.
The state Xð4350Þ was reported by the Belle

Collaboration in the process of γγ → J=ψϕ, its quantum
number is either JP ¼ 0þ or 2þ [31]. The state was describe
as the charmonium state χc2ð3PÞ in Refs. [27,32].
Furthermore, QCD sum rules disfavored the assignment
of the X(4350) as the exotic charmoniumlike tetraquark or
molecular state [33]. However, the state Xð4350Þ can be

TABLE IV. The hidden charmonium states observed in experiments and the energy E4 � ΔE4 of the tetraquark states with IJPC or IJP

and n2Sþ1LJ in the CFTM, where q0 stands for u and d quarks, unit in MeV.

Experiments CFTM

States Mass Width IJPC=JP Flavors IJPC=JP n2Sþ1LJ E4 � ΔE4 TM1M2
, Eb Consistency

Xð3872Þ 3871.69� 0.17 <1.2 01þþ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01þþ 13S1 3926� 9 DD̄�, 57 ⨯
Xð3823Þ 3821.3� 1.3� 0.3 <16 02−− … … … … … ⨯
Zð3930Þ 3929� 5� 2 29� 10� 2 02þþ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 02þþ 15S0 3984� 7 D�D̄�, 20 ⨯
Xð3915Þ 3915� 3� 2 17� 10� 3 00þþ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 00þþ 11S0 3859� 10 DD̄, 125 ⨯
Xð3940Þ 3942þ7

−6 � 6 31þ10
−8 � 5 ???þ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01þþ 23S0 3936� 9 DD̄�, 47 ✓

Xð4160Þ 4156þ25
−20 � 15 139þ111

−61 � 21 ???þ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 15P1 4140� 8 D�D̄�, 136 ✓

Yð3940Þ 3919.1þ3.8
−3.5 � 2.0 37þ26

−15 � 8 ???þ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01þþ 13S1 3926� 9 DD̄�, 57 ✓

Xð4350Þ 4350.6þ4.6
−5.1 � 0.5 13þ18

−9 � 4 0þ; 2þ ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 02þþ 25D2 4375� 9 D�D̄�, 371 ✓

Xð4140Þ 4146.5� 4.5þ4.6
−2.8 83� 21þ21

−14 01þþ … … … … … ⨯
Xð4274Þ 4273.3� 8.3þ17.2

−3.6 56� 11þ8
−11 01þþ ½cs�½c̄ s̄� 01þ 13S1 4259� 8 DsD̄�

s , 147 ✓

Xð4500Þ 4506� 11þ12
−15 92� 21þ21

−20 00þþ ½cs�½c̄ s̄� 00þ 15D0 4596� 7 D�
sD̄�

s , 316 ✓

Xð4700Þ 4704� 10þ14
−24 120� 31þ42

−33 00þþ ½cs�½c̄ s̄� 00þ 25D0 4704� 7 D�
sD̄�

s , 424 ✓

Yð4008Þ 4008� 40þ114
−28 226� 44� 87 1− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 11P1 4076� 8 DD̄, 342 ✓

Yð4260Þ 4251� 9 120� 12 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 25P1 4254� 8 D�D̄�, 250 ✓

Yð4360Þ 4354� 10 78� 16 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 15F1 4384� 8 D�D̄�, 380 ✓

Yð4220Þ 4218:4þ5.5
−4.5 � 0.9 66.0þ12.3

−8.3 � 0.4 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 25P1 4254� 8 D�D̄�, 250 ✓

Yð4390Þ 4391.5þ6.3
−6.8 � 1.8 139.5þ16.2

−20.6 � 0.6 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 15F1 4384� 8 D�D̄�, 380 ✓

Yð4660Þ 4665.3� 10 53� 16 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 35F1 4610� 8 D�D̄�, 606 ✓

Yð4630Þ 4634þ8þ5
−7−8 92þ40þ10

−24−21 01−− ½cq0�½c̄q̄0� 01−− 35F1 4610� 8 D�D̄�, 606 ✓

Zþ
c ð3900Þ 3888.7� 3.4 35� 7 11þ ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 13S1 3858� 10 DD̄�, −11 ✓

Zþ
c ð3885Þ 3883.9� 1.5� 4.2 24.8� 3.3� 11.0 11þ ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 13S1 3858� 10 DD̄�, −11 ✓

Zþ
c ð4020Þ 4022.9� 0.8� 2.7 7.9� 2.7� 2.6 ??? ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 12þ 15S2 4001� 7 D�D̄�, −3 ✓

Zþ
c ð4025Þ 4026.3� 2.6� 3.7 24.8� 5.6� 7.7 ??? ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 12þ 15S2 4001� 7 D�D̄�, −3 ✓

Zþ
c ð4051Þ 4051.3� 14þ20

−41 82þ21þ47
−17−22 ??? ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11− 11P1 4075� 8 DD̄�, 206 ✓

Zþ
c ð4248Þ 4248.3þ44þ180

−29−35 177þ54þ316
−39−61 ??? ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 15D1 4273� 7 D�D̄�, 269 ✓

Zþ
c ð4200Þ 4196.9þ31þ17

−29−13 370þ70þ70
−70−132 11þ ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 13D1 4235� 7 DD̄�, 366 ✓

Zþ
c ð4240Þ 4239.3� 18þ45

−10 220� 47þ108
−74 ??? ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 15D1 4273� 7 D�D̄�, 269 ✓

Zþ
c ð4430Þ 4478� 40þ15

−18 181� 31 1þ ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 35D1 4497� 7 D�D̄�, 493 ✓

Zþ
c ð4475Þ 4475�þ15

−25 172� 13þ37
−34 1þ ½cu�½c̄ d̄� 11þ 35D1 4497� 7 D�D̄�, 493 ✓
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interpreted as the 25D2 and 2þ tetraquark state ½cq�½c̄ q̄�
with positive parity in the CFTM.
The states Xð4140Þ and Xð4274Þ were first reported by

the CDF Collaboration [34,35]. Recently, the LHCb
Collaboration confirmed the two states in the J=ψϕ
invariant mass distribution and determined their spin-parity
both to be JP ¼ 1þ [36]. At the same time the two states
Xð4500Þ and Xð4700Þ with JP ¼ 0þ states were observed
in the J=ψϕ invariant mass distribution [36]. These four
states in the J=ψϕ invariant mass spectrum attracted much
attention because they may contain both a cc̄ pair and an
ss̄ pair, which implies that they may be exotic states. The
tetraquark states ½cs�½c̄ s̄� with JPC ¼ 1þþ and 0þþ are
investigated in the CFTM. The lowest energy of the state
with JPC ¼ 1þþ is 4259� 8 MeV, which is much higher
than that of the state Xð4140Þ but highly consistent
with the state Xð4270Þ. The tetraquark state ½cs�½c̄ s̄� with
JPC ¼ 0þþ and 15D0 has a mass of 4596� 7 MeV, which
is a little higher than that of the state Xð4500Þ. However,
we cannot rule out the possibility of interpreting the state
Xð4500Þ as the ½cs�½c̄ s̄� with JPC ¼ 0þþ and 15D0. The
energy of the first radial excited state ½cs�½c̄ s̄� with 25D0 is
4704� 7 MeV, which is in full accord with that of the state
Xð4700Þ. In brief, the states Xð4274Þ, Xð4500Þ, and
Xð4700Þ can be described as the compact tetraquark states
½cs�½c̄ s̄� in the CFTM, which is supported by the work [37].
However, the state Xð4140Þ cannot be accommodated in
the CFTM.
The Y-states, Yð4260Þ, Yð4008Þ, Yð4360Þ, Yð4220Þ,

Yð4390Þ, Yð4630Þ, and Yð4660Þ, are vector meson states
with JPC ¼ 1−− because they were produced from the eþe−
annihilation. The state Yð4260Þ was first observed by the
BABAR Collaboration in 2005 [38]. Later, it was confirmed
by both the CLEO and Belle collaborations in the same
process [39]. Many pictures were proposed to describe its
internal structure [2], such as charmonium states, hybrid
charmonium, tetraquark state and molecular state. The
energies of the state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with JPC ¼ 1−− and 25P1,
4254� 8 MeV, is extremely in agreement with that of the
state Yð4260Þ in the CFTM. The interpretation of the
Yð4260Þ as the tetraquark state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� is consistent with
the conclusion in the work [40]. The state Yð4008Þ was
reported and confirmed by the Belle Collaboration [41].
The energy of the state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with JPC ¼ 1−− and 11P1

is 4076� 8 MeV, which is a little higher than the central
value of the state Yð4008Þ. However, it is still within the
error-bar of the state Yð4008Þ. The state Yð4360Þ was
observed by the BABAR Collaboration and confirmed by
the Belle Collaboration [42,43]. The tetraquark state
½cq�½c̄ q̄� with JPC ¼ 1−− and 15F1 has a energy of
4384� 8 MeV, which is very close to that of the state
Yð4360Þ. The states Yð4220Þ and Yð4390Þ were observed
in the eþe− → πþπ−hc cross sections around 4.22 GeVand
4.39 GeV, respectively [44]. The energies of the states

Yð4220Þ and Yð4390Þ are also close to those, 4254�
8 MeV and 4384� 8 MeV, of the state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with 25P1

and 15F1 in the CFTM, respectively. The state Yð4660Þwas
observed in the initial-state radiation process eþe− →
γISRYð4660Þ [43]. The state Yð4630Þ was observed in
the exclusive eþe− → ΛcΛ−

c cross section [45]. The masses
and widths of the two states are consistent with each
other within errors [45]. The two states therefore may be the
same state or structure [46]. The energy of the tetraquark
state ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with JPC ¼ 1−− and 35F1 has a mass of
4610� 8 MeV, which is very close to the experimental
values of the states Yð4630Þ and Yð4660Þ. In this way, it is
favored that the main components of the states Yð4008Þ,
Yð4260Þ, Yð4360Þ, Yð4220Þ, Yð4390Þ, Yð4630Þ, and
Yð4660Þ can be described as the tetraquark states ½cq�½c̄ q̄�
in the CFTM.
A great deal of charged charmonium-like Zþ

c -states have
been reported until now. The BESIII Collaboration reported
the four states Zþ

c ð3900Þ, Zþ
c ð3885Þ, Zþ

c ð4020Þ and
Zþ
c ð4025Þ [47–50]. The state Zþ

c ð3900Þ may correspond
to the same state as the state Zþ

c ð3885Þ with JP ¼ 1þ
because of the similar mass and width [48]. The charged
state ½cu�½c̄ d̄�with JP ¼ 1þ and 13S1 has a mass of 3858�
10 MeV in the CFTM, which is very close to those of
the two charged states Zþ

c ð3885Þ and Zþ
c ð3900Þ. It cannot

be excluded that the main component of the two states
Zþ
c ð3885Þ and Zþ

c ð3900Þ is the state ½cu�½c̄ d̄�with JP ¼ 1þ

and 13S1, which is supported by many theoretical work
[51]. The pair Zþ

c ð4020Þ and Zþ
c ð4025Þ might also be the

same state due to the similar mass. However, the spin and
parity of two states have been unclear so far. QCD sum rule
identified the states Zþ

c ð4020Þ and Zþ
c ð4025Þ as a tetra-

quark state ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with JP ¼ 1þ [52], the same approach
also favored a tetraquark state but with different quantum
numbers JP ¼ 2þ and 15S2 [53]. In the CFTM, the nearest
tetraquark state ½cu�½c̄ d̄� to the Zþ

c ð4020Þ and Zþ
c ð4025Þ

occupies quantum numbers JP ¼ 2þ and 15S2.
The Belle Collaboration reported the states Zþ

1 ð4050Þ
and Zþ

2 ð4250Þ in the πþχc1 invariant mass distribution near
4.1 GeV in exclusive B̄0 → K−πþχc1 decays [54]. Many
theoretical researches do not favor the molecular assign-
ment of the states Zþ

1 ð4050Þ and Zþ
2 ð4250Þ [55]. The

tetraquark states ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with JP ¼ 1− and 11P1 and
JP ¼ 1þ and 15D1 have the energies of 4075� 8 MeV
and 4273� 7 MeV in the CFTM, respectively, which are
consistent with those of Zþ

1 ð4050Þ and Zþ
2 ð4250Þ, respec-

tively. The states Zþ
1 ð4050Þ and Zþ

2 ð4250Þ may therefore
be assigned as the tetraquark states ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with JP ¼ 1−

and 11P1 and JP ¼ 1þ and 15D1, respectively, in the
CFTM. The state Zþ

c ð4200Þ was reported by the Belle
Collaboration in the amplitude analysis of B̄0 → J=ψK−πþ
decays, which decays into Jψπþ and prefers 1þ [56]. The
state Zþ

c ð4200Þ can be described as the tetraquark state
½cu�½c̄ d̄�with JP ¼ 1þ and 13D1 in the CFTM. The study of
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the three-point function sum rules on this state supports the
tetraquark interpretation [57].
The state Zþ

c ð4430Þ was observed in the π�ψ 0 invariant
mass distribution near 4.43 GeV in the B → Kπ�ψ 0 decays
[58]. The JP of the state Zþ

c ð4430Þ is determined unam-
biguously to be 1þ [59]. The state Zþ

c ð4475Þ was discov-
ered by the Belle Collaboration in the ψ 0π mode in the B
decays, which favors the spin-parity 1þ over other hypoth-
eses [60]. The radial excited state ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with 35D1 and
JP ¼ 1þ has a mass of 4497� 7 MeV, which is consistent
with the energies of the two states. Therefore, the main
component of two states can be described as the tetraquark
state ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with 35D1 and JP ¼ 1þ in the CFTM.
In addition, the hidden charmonium pentaquark states

Pþ
c ð4380Þ and Pþ

c ð4450Þ were also investegated in the
CFTM [61]. The main component of the state Pþ

c ð4380Þ
can be described as a compact pentaquark state uudcc̄with
the pentagonal color structure and JP ¼ 3

2
− in the CFTM.

However, the state Pþ
c ð4450Þ cannot be accommodated in

the CFTM because of the opposite parity with the exper-
imental result of the state Pþ

c ð4380Þ.
From the above numerical analysis, it can be found that

the most of the hidden charmed states can be matched with
the tetraquark states ½qc�½c̄ q̄� in the CFTM. The stability
of the tetraquark states can be identified by the binding
energies correspond to the meson-meson thresholds
TM1M2

¼ M1ðcq̄Þ þ M2ðc̄qÞ and TM0
1
M0

2
¼ M1ðcc̄Þ þ

M2ðqq̄Þ. The binding energies are defined as Eb ¼ E4 −
TM1M2

and E0
b ¼ E4 − TM0

1
M0

2
similar to the research on the

stability of tetraquark states [62]. The states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� with
Eb < 0 and E0

b < 0 are bound states and cannot decay into
two corresponding color singlet mesons under the strong
interaction. The other states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� are unstable and can
decay into two corresponding color singlet mesons through
the rupture and rearrangement of the color flux tubes. It can
be found from Table IV that only the states ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with
13S1 and 15S2 lie below the thresholds of D�D̄ or DD̄� and
D�D̄� by 11 MeV and 3 MeV, respectively. So these two
states cannot decay into D�D̄ or DD̄� and D�D̄� through
strong interactions in the CFTM, respectively. The energies
E4 of all of these states are much higher than the
corresponding threshold TM0

1
M0

2
because the large binding

energies of the light mesons π and ρ, which originates from
the stronger interactions between two light quarks q and q̄.
In one word, the tetraquark states ½cq�½c̄ q̄� are impossible to
form stable states so that they finally decay into two mesons
cc̄ and qq̄, which is in agreement with the conclusions in
many researches on tetraquark states [22,62]. On the
contrary, the states ½cc�½q̄ q̄� are easier to form stable
tetraquark states beacuse they can only decay into two
cq̄ mesons in the quark model [62,63]. The recent discov-
ery of the doubly charmed baryon Ξcc by the LHCb
Collaboration has now provided the crucial experimental
input to search for the tetraquark state ½QQ�½q̄ q̄� [64].

The diquark size hr2i12, the antidiquark size hR2i12 and
the distance between the two clusters hX2i12 of the
charged tetraquark states ½cu�½c̄ d̄� as an example are
also calculated and listed in Table V. The diquark and
antidiquark are found to share the same size, which is
mainly determined by the total spin S but does not
change greatly with the total spin S, especially for higher
orbital excited states. The diquark and antidiquark are
therefore rather rigid against the rotation. The distance
hX2i12 changes remarkably with the relative orbital
excitation L between the two clusters and however is
irrelevant to the total spin S. In this way, one can figure
out the picture that the diquark and the antidiquark look
like very compact objects well separated one from each
other, which was called as dumbbell configuration in the
work on the properties of diquonia [65]. The higher the
orbital angular momentum L, the more prolate the shape
of the excited states. The three-dimension spatial con-
figuration is determined by the dynamics of the model,
especially the multibody confinement potential and
kinetic energy. The color flux tubes reduce the distance
between any two connected quarks to as short a distance
as possible to minimize the confinement potential energy,
while the kinetic motion expands the distance between
any two quarks to as long a distance as possible to
minimize the kinetic energy. Therefore, they compete
with each other to eventually achieve an optimum spatial
structure: three dimensional compact structure. LQCD
study on the tetraquark states demonstrated that the
twisted tetraquark configuration or the tetrahedral struc-
ture seems to be rather stable against the transition into
the two mesons [10].
The multibody confinement potential based on the

color flux-tube picture is the dynamical mechanism of
the formation of the compact tetraquark states, which is a
collective degree of freedom and binds all particles to
establish a compact multiquark state. The higher L the
excited state, the more confinement potential is stored in
the color flux tube connecting the diquark and antidiquark
because the confinement is proportional to the distance
between the two clusters hX2i12. In the case of well-defined

TABLE V. The rms hr2i12, hR2i12 and hX2i12 of charged tetra-
quark states ½cu�½c̄ d̄� with S and L, unit in fm.

SL 00 01 02 03 10 11 12 13

hr2i12 0.85 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.90 0.96 0.98 0.99

hR2i12 0.85 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.90 0.96 0.98 0.99

hX2i12 0.42 0.85 1.09 1.27 0.48 0.85 1.10 1.30
SL 20 21 22 23
hr2i12 0.98 1.00 1.01 1.02

hR2i12 0.98 1.00 1.01 1.02

hX2i12 0.57 0.92 1.12 1.30
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tetraquark states, it can be found in Table IV that the
experimental decay width of the charged states Zþ

c is
really proportional to L, which is supported by the
theoretical investigations on the decay width of the
mesons and tetraquark states in the string model [66].
This phenomenon does not seem obvious for the XY
states, which originate from that the main component of a
few or some of XY states may be not diquark-antiquark
states but meson-meson molecule states, charmonium or
hybrids et al.
The assignment of the diquark-antidiquark component

of the hidden charmed states in the CFTM is completed
just according to the proximity to the experimental
masses. As a matter of fact, a tetraquark system should
be the mixture of the diquark-antidiquark and meson-
meson configurations, which represents an interesting
phenomenon of the flip-flop, namely a recombination
of the color flux-tube configuration so as to minimize the
total confinement potential in accordance with the change
of the quark location. The flip-flop is important for the
properties of tetraquark states especially for the decay
process into two mesons. The hidden charmed states
should eventually decay into several color singlet mesons
due to their high energy. In the course of the decay, the
three-dimension spatial structure must collapse because of
the breakdown of the color flux tubes, and then the decay
products form by means of the recombination of color flux
tubes. The decay widths of the hidden charmed states are
determined by the transition probability of the breakdown
and recombination of color flux tubes, which is worthy of
further research to inspect strictly the main component of
the hidden charmed states in future work. In addition, the
flip-flop leads to infrared screening of the long-range
color interactions between two particles in different
mesons, and so that the color van der Waals force between
two mesons disappear [10].

IV. SUMMARY

We systematically investigate the hidden charmed states
observed in experiments within the framework of the
CFTM involving a multibody confinement potential
instead of a two-body one proportional to the color charge
in the traditional quark models. Our model investigations
demonstrate that the most of the states can be universally
identified as compact tetraquark states just taking the
proximity to the experimental masses into account. The
stringent check of the assignment of the main component of
the hidden charmed states is indispensable by systemati-
cally investigating on the decay properties of the states.
These discoveries of multiquark hadrons, at least the

charged states Zc, have revealed new aspects of hadron
physics, especially for the complicated nonperturbative
behavior of QCD. The multibody color flux-tube in the
multiquark states employs a collective degree of freedom
whose dynamics play an important role in the formation
and decay of those compact states.
In the present calculation, only diquark-antidiquark con-

figuration are considered. Dimeson structure is also possible
and should be taken into account by introducing the flip-flop
confinement potential. Furthermore, for the most states, the
quark-antiquark configuration cannot be ruled out, the
mixing of the quark-antiquark with the tetraquark states will
move the physical states up or down. Therefore, the more
complete calculation includes all the effects are expected to
give a more reliable description of these hadron states.
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